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Audience:  Basic training - safety overview.

Summary: These two VEP tapes/DVDs provide owners and managers of farms and facilities that apply
pesticides with guidelines on setting up training programs. The material will also be of benefit to applicators.
Although these two programs do not cover any subject in depth, they do mention most of the topics related to
safe use of pesticides with minimal personal or environmental risk.

VEP Program 302, Pesticide Safety: Minimal Risk to the Applicator, covers:
• Management/Employee responsibilities
• Label information
• Personal protective equipment (PPE)
• Pesticide storage
• Mixing/loading
• Application safety
• Container and rinsate disposal
• Accident response

VEP program 301, Pesticide Safety: Minimal Risk to the Environment, covers:
• Recognition of environmental resources that could potentially be at risk
• Application and calibration techniques
• Spill response
• Importance of keeping up to date on the laws and regulations
• Positive communication with the public

The training package includes two handouts of participant questions that can be completed during or after the
showing of each video. A list of Self Assessment questions reinforces and personalizes the information covered in
the tapes.

NOTE: In order the meet the requirements for receiving 2 hours of recertification credit, the self-assessment
handout must be filled out by the participants as a part of the training session. If the assessment is not given or
not filled out, only 1.5 hours of credit will be earned.



Presenter’s Guide
1. Read “How to get the most from a video-based presentation” (below).
2. Make enough copies of Handouts 1 and 2 (questions) and Handout 3 (self assessment) for each

participant.
3. Introduce the subject and pass out Handouts 1 and 2 (participant questions).
4. Introduce the programs as a basic overview of the topics they previously studied in preparation for

certification.
5. Start the first tape/DVD (Minimal Risk to the Applicator) and encourage the participants to listen for and

record the answers to the questions on Handout 1.
6. After the tape/DVD ends (running time 35:00 min.), go over the questions and encourage discussion

(about 10 minutes). Remember: The more they talk, the more they will remember.
7. Take a short break (no longer than 10 minutes).
8. Start the second tape/DVD (Minimal Risk to the Environment) and encourage the participants to listen

for and record the answers to the questions
9. After the tape/DVD ends (running time 25:30 min.), go over the questions (about 10 minutes).
10. Distribute Handout #3 (the self-assessment) and encourage each person to fill it out individually (take at

least 15 minutes for this activity). Assure them that the assessment is for their eyes only and that they will
get the most benefit from it by being honest with their answers. This assessment takes a more in depth
look at some of the specific activities that can affect their own operations.

How to get the most from a video-based presentation*

Video is potentially the most complete medium available. There is often, however, a temptation to let it stand
alone as an instructional event.  This is not recommended. Videos require a proper introduction and follow-up.
Tell participants what to look for so the follow-up activities will be more beneficial. As a general rule, don’t let a
video run more than 20 minutes without a “feedback session.”

•  Set up your TV monitor and VCR or DVD player and test them before the presentation!
• A general rule for calculating the optimum seating distance from a video presentation is to convert the diagonal

size of the screen from inches to feet, i.e., a 12 in. diagonal screen = 12 ft. optimum seating distance. Try
to position your audience seating within the optimum distance from the screen. The closest a viewer
should sit is half the optimum distance (6 ft. in this example). Be sure all the printed words in the video
program are legible from the back row of seats!

•  The optimum seating arrangement is a triangle of no more than 45-50 degrees in front of the monitor. Avoid
creating a center aisle because the best viewing is in the middle. Sometimes placing the video monitor in
the corner of a room, rather than the center of a wall, will increase the viewing area of the room.

•  The monitor should be slightly higher than the eye level of the audience.
•  Check the volume level from at least two-thirds of the way back into the audience area. It is better to have an

audio level that is too loud than too soft.
•  Stay in the room during the video! If you leave, you are communicating disinterest to the class.
•  One of the beauties of video training is that you may pause the video at any time you choose and discuss the

topic further. Use this option to your advantage!

*Reference: How to Show a Video, Copyright 1991, California Polytechnic State University Foundation,
Vocational Education Productions, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407.
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Handout #1. page 1 of 2.

Pesticide Safety: Minimal Risk to the Applicator (VEP 302)

1. What are pesticides called that are designed to kill

insects? _________________

weeds?_________________

disease organisms? __________________

2. According to the video, the two keys to pesticide applicator safety training are

_____________________________ and ___________________________.

3. The Employee Right-to-Know Law requires that employees have access to the MSDS for any pesticide used.
What does MSDS stand for?

M_________________  S_________________   D______________  S ____________________

4. The employee’s responsibilities in a training program are _____________________________

_________________________________________________________________________.

5. Managers and employees share responsibility for ____________________________________.

6. ___ True or ___ False?  Products that have the same active ingredient can always be used interchangeably so
that if one is labeled for agricultural crops, another product with the same active ingredient may also be
used on the same crops.

7. Match the signal word with the appropriate toxicity class.

A. moderate toxicity ___  Caution

B. slightly or mildly toxic ___  Warning

C. highly toxic ___  Danger

8. ___ True or ___ False? Federal law does not allow you to use a greater-than-labeled rate but does allow you to
use less- than-labeled rate.



9. It is the business owner’s responsibility to provide workers with PPE.  It is the worker’s responsibility to
_______________________.

10. List at least 4 of the 7 characteristics mentioned for a good pesticide storage facility. List as many others as
you can remember.

____________________, ___________________, _________________, ____________________,

__________________, __________________, __________________.

11. Why is mixing and loading the most potentially hazardous stage of pesticide use?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

12. What routes of entry are the main risks from exposure during a mix/load operation?  __________________

and   ________________________________.

13. The application pattern and dispersal rate you choose to use for a specific application will depend on what 3
factors?   ______________,  _________________,   and ______________.

14. What are the general guidelines for handling pesticide that is left over after an application for each of the
following:

Dry formulation such as granules: _____________________________________________

Less than 1 gallon of diluted liquid: ______________________________________________

More than 1 gallon of diluted liquid: ______________________________________________

15.  List 5 signs of pesticide poisoning.  _____________________,   ______________________,

__________________,      __________________   ,         __________________.
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Pesticide Safety: Minimal Risk for the Environment (VEP 301)

1. What are the 5 general steps that can help to minimize the risk that pesticide applications may pose to the
environment? 1. _______________________________________________________________

2. _______________________________________________________________

3. _______________________________________________________________

4. _______________________________________________________________

5._______________________________________________________________

2. The first place to find information about environmental safety in using any pesticide is the ____________.

3.  ___ True or ___ False. Pesticides that are easily soluble in water are less likely to leach into ground water.

4.  Name 4 non-target organisms that may be vulnerable to pesticide exposure. _____________________,

______________________________,  _________________________,  _____________________.

5.  Name 3 factors that affect actual output of application equipment.  ___________________________,

_________________________, _____________________

6.  ___ True or ___ False. Equipment needs to be calibrated one or two times during the season.

7.  What does a back-flow preventer do? ____________________________________________

8.  What does it mean to say “dilution is the solution” in relationship to pesticide container disposal?
___________________________________________________________________

9.  List 6 steps for safely managing a pesticide spill.

1. ___________________________________ 2. __________________________________

3. ___________________________________ 4. __________________________________

5. __________________________________ 6. _________________________________

10.  Name 3 sources you can check for up-to-date pesticide information. ____________________________,

__________________________________,     __________________________________



 Handout #1. Answers- page 1

Pesticide Safety: Minimal Risk to the Applicator (VEP 302)

1. What are pesticides called that are designed to kill
insects? insecticides
weeds? herbicides
disease organisms? fungicides

2. According to the video, the two keys to pesticide applicator safety training are
education and practical training.

3. The Employee Right-to-Know Law requires that employees have access to the MSDS for any pesti-
cide used.  What does MSDS stand for?   Material Safety Data Sheet

4. Employee responsibilities in a training program are learning  and applying the safety practices they
are taught.

5. Managers and employees share responsibility for ongoing, effective communication.

6. ___ True or _X__ False?  Products that have the same active ingredient can always be used inter-
changeably so that if one is labeled for agricultural crops, another product with the same active
ingredient may also be used on the same crops.

7. Match the signal word with the appropriate toxicity class.
A. moderate toxicity _B__  Caution
B. slightly or mildly toxic _A__  Warning
C. highly toxic _C__  Danger

8. _X__ True or ___ False?  Federal law does not allow you to use a greater-than-labeled rate but does
allow you to use less- than-labeled rate.

9. It is the business owner’s responsibility to provide workers with PPE.  It is the worker’s responsibility
to use it.

10. List at least 4 of the 7 characteristics mentioned for a good pesticide storage facility. List as many
others as you can remember.
organized and labeled,
ventilated,
clean and dry,
products in original containers,
nothing stored except pesticides,
locked, (Required in NC when RUPs are stored.)
warning signs posted, (Required in NC when RUPs are stored.)
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11. Why is mixing and loading the most potentially hazardous stage of pesticide use?
Because pesticides are being handled in their most concentrated forms and are therefore in
their most toxic and hazardous forms.

12. What routes of entry are the main risks from exposure during a mix/load operation?
Skin (dermal) and breathing vapors or dust (inhalation).

13. The application pattern and dispersal rate you choose to use for a specific application will
depend on what 3 factors? crop, pesticide, and equipment.

14. What are the general guidelines for handling pesticide that is left over after an application for each of
the following:
Dry formulation such as granules: Return to original container.
Less than 1 gallon of diluted liquid: Triple dilute, then spray over a labeled site.
More than 1 gallon of diluted liquid: Put into a holding tank or degradation system (if avail-
able.)

15.  List 5 signs of pesticide poisoning. headache; nausea; dizziness; irritated skin, nose, or throat;
sweating; blurred vision; pinpointed pupils.



Handout #2 (Answers)

Pesticide Safety: Minimal Risk for the Environment (VEP 301)

1. What are the 5 general steps that can help to minimize the risk that pesticide applications may pose to
the environment?
1. Recognize environmental resources that are potentially impacted by pesticides.
2. Educate yourself and your employees on safe application and disposal techniques.
3. Understand appropriate response procedures in case of spills.
4. Stay up to date on changing pesticide laws and regulations.
5. Foster positive communication with the public.

2. The first place to find information about environmental safety in using any pesticide is the label.

3.  __ True or _X_ False. Pesticides that are easily soluble in water are less likely to leach into ground
water.

4.  Name 4 non-target organisms that may be vulnerable to pesticide exposure.
Bees, mites, beneficial insects, birds, fish, endangered species, people, desirable plants.

5.  Name 3 factors that affect actual output of application equipment.
speed, pressure, nozzle orifice size.

6.  ___ True or _X_ False. Equipment needs to be calibrated one or two times during the season.

7.  What does a back-flow preventer do? Keeps pesticide from being sucked into the water supply in
the event of a drop in water supply pressure.

8.  What does it mean to say “dilution is the solution” in relationship to pesticide container disposal? By
triple rinsing pesticide containers after application, the concentration of leftover active
ingredient will be greatly reduced.

9.  List 6 steps for safely managing a pesticide spill.
1. Control traffic around the spill.
2. Wear appropriate Personal Protective Equipment.
3. Stop the source of the spill.
4. Contain the spilled material.
5. Clean up pesticide and absorbent material.
6. Transport the cleaned up material to an appropriate disposal site.

10.  Name 3 sources you can check for up-to-date pesticide information. Extension, NCDA inspectors,
pesticide dealers
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Self Assessment
Pesticide Safety: Minimal Risk to the Applicator (VEP 302)

Pesticide Safety: Minimal Risk to the environment (VEP 301)

As you answer each question, enter the points for your answer on the line to the left of the answer.  Practices or
conditions in bold text are in violation of federal or state pesticide laws or regulations.

Pesticide Storage
1. You usually store:

____   no more than 1 gallon or 10 pounds of each pesticide. (2)

____   more than 1 gallon or 10 pounds, but less than 55 gallons or 50 pounds of each pesticide. (1)

____   more than 55 gallons or 50 pounds of each of several pesticides. (0)

2.  Your pesticide storage area:

____   is a roofed building with a waterproof (sealed or coated) concrete floor and curb to contain leaks
and spills. (2)

____   is roofed with a concrete floor and no curb. (1)

____   has a gravel or dirt floor or it is in the open. (-1)

3.  Your pesticide storage area:

____   has an active (electrical) ventilation system. (2)

____   has a passive ventilation system (holes or vents to provide cross ventilation). (1)

____   has no ventilation. (-1)

4.  Your pesticide storage area:

____   is locked or secured and separated from other activities. (2)

____   is secured, but sometimes open to activities that could damage containers or spill pesticides. (1)

____   is not secure and is open to theft, vandalism, children, or other unauthorized persons. (-1)

5.  Your pesticide storage area:

____   is used for pesticides only. (2)

____   is sometimes also used for seed, fertilizer, or other nonfood/nonfeed products. (1)

____   is used to store human food or animal feed products. (-1)
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6.  Your pesticides are:

____   in plastic or metal containers.  Containers in poor condition are placed inside another liquid-proof con-
tainer. (2)

____   in some metal containers that are deteriorating. (1)

____   in metal containers with holes or weak seams that may leak or are stored in containers that have
previously been used for food, feed, beverages, or medicine. (-1)

7.  You have pesticides:

____   stored in clearly labeled original containers. (2)

____   that have been transferred to another container with the following labeling information: Common chemical
name and % of active ingredient, EPA reg. number, signal word (Caution, Warning, or Danger) and use
classification  (restricted-use or general-use). (1)

____   stored in containers that do not have minimum label information (as stated above). (-1)

_______    Pesticide Storage Total (Questions 1-7)

Mixing and Application Practices:
8.  Before using any pesticide

____   you read the label and follow all the label directions for product use. (2)

____   you usually read the label, but you sometimes rely on memory or a friend’s advice for rates and uses. (0)

____   you don’t usually read the label and don’t always know if your use of the product complies with the
label directions. (-1)

9.  When other people apply pesticides for your company or on your farm:

____   you personally verify that they are well trained and handle all chemicals safely according to label direc-
tions. (2)

____   you usually supervise others who use general-use pesticides, but don’t always stay around to give direc-
tions or advice. (1)

____   you allow non-certified applicators to use pesticides with little or no supervision or without your direct
knowledge. (-1)

10.  When you finish a pesticide application:

____   you rinse the sprayer and spray rinse water to the labeled site. (2)

____   you rinse the sprayer at the mixing site and dump the rinse water. (-1)

____     Mixing and Application Total (Questions 8-10)
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Pesticide Container Disposal:
11.  Empty pesticide containers:

____   are triple rinsed or pressure rinsed immediately after use. The rinse water is used on a labeled site.  Rinsed
containers are taken to a plastic container recycling site as soon as practical. (2)

____   are rinsed and the rinse water is applied to labeled site. Rinsed containers are taken to a plastic container
recycling site after several days or weeks. (1)

____   are rinsed one or more days after application. Unrinsed pesticide containers are stored.  Rinsed pesticide
containers are thrown in the trash or dumped at a waste site or buried. (-1)

___     Pesticide Container Disposal Total (Question 11)

Your Pesticide Stewardship Score:

Add up the numbers for each section.
Your Score Possible Score

Pesticide Storage ________ 14
Mixing and Application Practices ________ 6
Pesticide Container Disposal ________ 2
Total: ________ 22

What are the risks associated with your pesticide handling practices?

The Pesticide Stewardship Score provides a general idea of how your pesticide storage and han-
dling practices might be affecting your ground and surface water, contaminating your soil, or affecting
your air quality.

Although there are no passing or failing scores on your self-assessment, you should take note of
areas where your score is much lower than the possible score. A low score does not automatically mean
that your farm or business has water quality problems or that you may be developing health problems. It
does tell you that improvements may be needed to avoid problems in particular areas. If you have
recorded any (-1) answers, you may have practices that violate laws or regulations and you need to make
changes to bring these practices or conditions into compliance.

Safety Score Risk of Water Quality or Health Problems
Below 5…………………………………….. Very high risk
6 to 11……………………………………….High risk
12 to 17…………………………………….. Moderate risk
18 – 22……………………………………..  Low risk


